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JUDGES’ SALARIES AND PENSIONS AMENDMENT BILL 2007 
Consideration in Detail 

Clauses 1 to 3 put and passed. 

Clause 4:  Section 6 amended -  
Ms S.E. WALKER:  We debated this bill last night.  In the party room, the opposition said that it could not 
support clause 4(3), which relates to a circumstance in which a judge who is appointed over the age of 60 retires 
with a disability.  The Attorney General said that he would look at that issue overnight and he has.  He has had a 
discussion with the Solicitor-General and he has agreed to an amendment that will bring it in line with the 
current entitlements of Supreme Court and District Court judges.  We are happy with the amendment.  However, 
I understand the first amendment, but I ask the Attorney General to explain the second amendment. 

Mr J.A. McGINTY:  Perhaps I should begin by moving the amendments that have been circulated. 

Leave granted for the following amendments to be considered together. 

Mr J.A. McGINTY:  I move - 

Page 3, line 3 - To delete “, (2ab) or (2ba)” and substitute -  

or (2ab) 

Page 3, lines 4 to 17 - To delete the lines. 

The purpose of the first amendment is to delete reference to proposed subsection (2ba) in the act.  In order to do 
that, we need to delete “(2ab) or (2ba)” and substitute “or (2ab)”.  It is simply a numbering exercise.  There is no 
significance to it beyond that the second amendment will delete proposed subsection (2ba). 

As the member for Nedlands has indicated, last night she and the member for Alfred Cove raised a number of 
points that I undertook to give consideration to.  I think they are right on the point that they raised about the 
pension that should be applicable to judges who retire through disability.  In those circumstances when judges 
cannot continue at work, an existing regime in the act is applicable to Supreme Court and District Court judges.  
The effect of these amendments will be to apply the existing provisions for judges who retire on the basis of 
disability so that a judge who has served for up to six years will receive 50 per cent of a judicial salary as his or 
her pension and a judge who has served for more than six years will get an additional two per cent per annum.  
That is the existing arrangement that applies to other judges.  The import of this amendment will be to ensure 
that judges who are appointed over the age of 60 who cannot serve the minimum 10-year qualifying period 
because of the mandatory retirement for judicial officers at age 70 will be treated in the same way as those who 
are capable of completing 10 years of service but who are prevented from doing so because of disability. 

Dr J.M. WOOLLARD:  I thank the Attorney General very much for the briefing.  I am sure that the minister 
has these (ab)s and (ba)s and (aa)s right.  It is a bit confusing, trying to follow this, but basically I appreciate it.  
If this provides for what was discussed in the briefing, this now gives equality between the courts. 

Mr J.A. McGinty interjected. 

Dr J.M. WOOLLARD:  Also, this now means that Western Australia is either on a par with or ahead of what 
other states are doing in relation to judges’ salaries and pensions.  I was very happy to hear that at the briefing 
and hope that our judges will be very happy with this, and will not, therefore, be poached by other states.  This 
bill means WA has a lot more people who are now able to move into that role after 60 years of age and will be 
happy to move into that role, knowing they will not be forgoing a pension. 

Mr J.A. McGinty:  Is the member thinking of this as a post-parliamentary career? 

Dr J.M. WOOLLARD:  No, I am not.  Our judges do a very good job and the government should be supporting 
them in the job they do.  

Amendments put and passed. 

Clause, as amended, put and passed. 

Title put and passed. 
 


